Removing the complexity from availability

Stratus at a Glance
Industrial technologies are becoming more powerful
and more complex - able to generate massive
amounts of data to improve processes. Yet these
technologies are often deployed where there are
limited or no IT resources. Whether they reside at the
data center or the plant floor, industrial applications
require operational simplicity and continuous
availability for real-time data capture, analytics
and insight.
Companies cannot afford for their industrial
applications to be too complicated to manage or
suffer any downtime.

Stratus offers a simple, fail proof and cost-effective
way to deploy and maintain a continuously available
processing environment for virtualized applications –
both in the data center and at the edge. By simplifying
industrial computing, we make it easy to protect
workloads, manage systems, and generate insights
from operational data.
All of Stratus’ solutions can be rapidly deployed
without any changes to your applications. Our
software and servers — combined with our people —
enable us to identify problems that others miss and
prevent downtime before it occurs.

If simplicity and availability are requirements
STRATUS TECHNOLOGIES HAS A SOLUTION THAT FITS
Our all-inclusive, simple-to-implement,
end-to-end solutions provide worry free
operations with integrated hardware,
software and service.
Our software solution allows you to build
Stratus availability into your infrastructure
using your choice of x86 servers.
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SMBs and Global Fortune 500 companies alike rely on Stratus to keep them up and running, without the complexity.
Our products are easy to deploy and manage, allowing your applications to run without specialized expertise.

OUR SOLUTIONS SUPPORT A VARIETY OF OPERATING SYSTEMS
AND ARE DESIGNED TO RUN IN PHYSICAL, VIRTUALIZED OR CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS.
Datacenter

Edge

IIoT

Cloud

With over 35 years of experience, Stratus Technologies understands this challenge and

is dedicated to removing the complexity from keeping business critical applications running 24/7/365.

In Partnership with Industry Leaders
Customers expect us to bring always-on performance to the
operating environments and products they use most often.
We can offer sophisticated, high-performance solutions that
integrate seamlessly into any IT infrastructure because of
our strategic alliances with other open-systems technology
leaders.

97% of
Customers

These mutually beneficial partnerships deliver customer
value that’s impossible to achieve with either party working alone, beginning with initial installation, and continuing
throughout the application lifecycle.

43 Seconds

Zero

6+ Years

Satisfaction
ratings that
meet or surpass
expectations

Average
unscheduled
downtime for
Stratus serviced
servers

Recovery time
objective: in
seconds

Average server life
span

Best in class for loyalty,
recommendations, and
customer retention

Saving more than $3
billion in downtime
cost for our customers

Virtually all system
issues resolved with no
business interruption

Superior ROI (Return
on Investment) and
twice the productive
value of conventional
servers
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